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Short Bio:
Tim Duffy is an award winning international leadership and success speaker. He has spent almost two decades in the
area of leadership development. Since making history as one of the youngest student government presidents to ever
serve at his college, Tim inspires everyone to develop their leadership skills. Tim worked for 12 years at The National
Society of Leadership and Success, helping to create the largest leadership honor societies in the country. He has both
interviewed and worked with celebrities, best-selling authors, and motivational speakers from around the globe to teach
people about leadership, success and making positive change in the world.
In 2021, Tim founded Electus Society, a leadership society whose mission is creating the most powerful and influential
leaders to serve.
When Tim is not coaching or teaching leadership, he serves as the COO for Eco-Enterprise whose mission is to help
businesses and nonprofits save money and drive sustainability. Tim also volunteers as a Head Coach for a 4-month
leadership program called “Self-Expression and Leadership Program'' by Landmark Worldwide.

Long Bio:
Tim Duffy grew up as the “runt of the litter”-a short, scrawny, sickly kid who felt alone. Because Tim was picked on, he
felt like an outcast. As the youngest in his family, he was treated as the baby. The people he loved and looked up to told
him that he was not old enough, strong enough, or smart enough. But through his life experiences as a child and the
lessons he learned from great teachers, Tim transformed his life. Now, he transforms the lives of other people.  Tim
brings love, joy and humor to each and every person he meets.  He serves as a coach and speaks across the country, and
in doing so, he empowers people to realize that they are old enough, smart enough and strong enough to be a leader.
Tim currently lives in New York with his wife Michelle, a veterinarian technician, his two dogs, Bob and Milo (mee-lo),
and his three black cats, Marcus, Juba and Maximus. All are rescue animals, and all of the cats were named after
characters from one of Tim’s favorite leadership movies: Gladiator.

Tim’s childhood was a struggle. His parents were divorced when he was young and he grew up in California with his
mother working all the time and his father living in another state. As a result, he often felt hopeless and alone. He also
grew up poor with no money in his pocket, and had to find ways to survive. Tim and his older brother would jump into
dumpsters to find empty soda cans to recycle for money. Once they collected enough change, Tim and his brother
would buy junk food to eat.
By the end of middle school, Tim had moved more than eight times while his mother struggled to find work. Always
the new kid in school, Tim felt like an outcast. He was easily picked on and bullied by other kids.
In high school, Tim was seriously malnourished, which stunted his growth. He knew that he needed to escape his
current environment, so he fled to New York to live with his grandparents. This decision immediately changed the
course of Tim’s life-he started eating better and grew six inches in less than a year.
By the time he enrolled in college, Tim found himself attracted to the topic of leadership because he was looking for
love, respect and acceptance. He discovered that leadership is based on love and compassion, and that great leaders
were not born, but made. Tim discovered his destiny and mission: to help people transform their lives, realize their full
potential and be leaders.
Tim became a very successful student leader in college, serving as president of several clubs and organizations. He ran
for student government and became one of the youngest student government presidents in his college’s history. He
received several awards for his accomplishments. During college, Tim was also introduced to The National Society of
Leadership and Success (NSLS), which exposed him to a vast array of literature on success and leadership. Gary
Tuerack, the founder of the Society, would later serve as one of Tim’s life-long mentors.
Soon after graduating college, Tim started working in local government to make a positive difference in his local
community. Later he started working with The National Society of Leadership and Success, inspired by its mission to
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build leaders who make a better world. With Gary’s vision and other great mentors, Tim became part of a team to help
grow the organization to make the Society the largest leadership society in the country in less than a decade. Tim has
had many roles at the Society, including Host and Broadcast Producer, Assistant Director of Chapter Support, and the
National Director of Student Program Development. He has both interviewed and worked with celebrities, best-selling
authors, and motivational speakers from around the globe to teach students about leadership, success and making
positive change in the world.

(Clockwise: Alton Brown: Bestselling Author and Celebrity Host on Food Network, Mel Robbins: Renowned
Motivational Speaker and Author, Alexis Jones: Founder of  I Am That Girl, Brad Meltzer: Bestselling Political Thriller
Author, Common: Multi-Grammy Award-Winning Hip Hop Artist and Actor, Barry Posner: Leadership Scholar and
Co-Author of The Leadership Challenge, Robert and Kim Kiyosaki: Bestselling Authors of Rich Dad Poor
Dad and Rich Woman)

Tim has presented keynotes, workshops and lectures at some of the largest conferences across the country including:
Association for Promotion of Campus Activities (APCA), The National Association of Campus Activities (NACA),
The National Center for Student Leadership (NCSL) The National Collegiate Leadership Conference (NCLC),
American Student Government Association (ASGA) and many others.

When Tim is not coaching or teaching leadership, he serves as the COO for Eco-Enterprise whose mission is to help
drive sustainability for business, nonprofits, and governments while saving them money.

Contact Person: Tim Duffy
Cell Phone: (201) 705-2260
Email: tim.paul.duffy@gmail.com
Mailing Address: 41 Amherst Rd., Port Washington, NY 11050
Website Address: www.duffyleadership.com, www.electussociety.org
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Keynotes/Workshops Tim Duffy has presented:
Alabama A & M University - Tuscaloosa, AL
Albany State University - Albany, GA
Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ
Austin Community College, Austin, TX
Caldwell College - Caldwell, NJ
Capital Community College - Hartford, CT
Central Georgia Technical College - Macon, GA
College of the Bahamas - Nassau, Bahamas
Florida Keys Community College - Key West, FL
Gadsden State Community College - Gadsden, AL
Georgia College & State University - Milledgeville, GA
Hillsborough Community College - Plant City, FL
Hiwassee College - Madisonville, TN
Hudson Valley Community College - Troy, NY
Indiana University of Purdue - Indianapolis, IN
Laredo Community College - Laredo, TX
Marist College, Poughkeepsie, NY
Miami University - Oxford, OH
New York University-New York, NY
Northwest Vista College - San Antonio, TX
Oakwood University - Huntsville, AL
Queens College, CUNY - Flushing, NY
Sinclair Community College - Dayton, OH
St. Philip's College - San Antonio, TX
Texas State College - San Marcos, TX
Thomas University - Houston, TX
University of Central Florida - Orlando, FL
University of Houston-Clearlake - Houston, TX
University of Incarnate Word - San Antonio, TX
University of New Hampshire - Durham, NH
And much more…

Conferences
Association for the Promotion of Campus Activities (APCA)
The National Association of Campus Activities (NACA)
North Carolina Comprehensive Community College Student Government Association (N4CSGA)
The National Center for Student Leadership (NCSL)
The National Collegiate Leadership Conference (NCLC)
The National Society of Leadership and Success Regional Conference
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Testimonials: What administrators and students are saying about Tim Duffy:

“My students raved about his presentation.”
-Jennifer Clark, Coordinator of Student Life. University of Houston Clearlake.

“The interaction and involvement of the audience in the presentation was so highly effective and it made the
audience feel a part of it. The writing of the commitments each member of the audience did remind them of their
next steps in their leadership journey. It was a powerful exercise.”

-Gwen Jones, Manager of Student Leadership Development. Sinclair Community College.

“The presentation made me realize that I need some work in taking responsibility for different parts of my life,
and I feel that I really want to make a change in that direction now.”

-Stephanie Hall, Student. University of Incarnate Word.

“The presentation taught me that I must lead by example and endeavor to reach the traits I would like to see in
others, especially those I work with.”

-Estepha Francisque, Student. Oakwood University.

“This presentation focuses on all types of relationships. It is exactly what I needed.”
-Alexis Neel, Student, University of Arizona

“This presentation applies leadership in my daily life to advance myself for success. I loved the tools and
strategies that Tim Duffy taught us”

-Nicole Bruno, Graduate Student, Arizona State University

“I’m going to implement a lot of these techniques and this presentation really helped me clarify the areas of
concern in my life”

-Krysta Grothe, Student, University of California Davis

“This presentation is truly stellar”
-Andrew Coates, Student, University of California

“Tim Duffy is honest and had me evaluate what I need to improve in my life.”
-Alyssa Rames, Student, University of Arizona

“The presentation was highly engaging and allowed for true reflection”
-Antonio-Javier Montes, Student Activities Advisor, Arizona State University

“Tim Duffy was just awesome and he has amazing dancing skills”
-Drew Isom, Student and Member of LEADS, Tarleton State University
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“I definitely felt very inspired and motivated to develop my leadership skills.  I am very excited to take action and
change my personality to adopt a leadership role”

-Lucas Pontes De Almeida, Student, Pima Community College

“I wish I had more space to write about this ‘magical’ presentation.  It fed my mind and soul. I also got a nice
little workout out of it from the energizers”

-Annette Balderrama, Student, Mesa Community College

“I liked the energy and GREAT suggestions for life.  And I liked that he recommended specific books to help us.
Tim Duffy is awesome!”

-Guadalupe Mercado, Secretary for Disabilities Department, Arizona Western College, Yuma

“I really enjoyed the energy of the presentation. He was a very engaging speaker and really connected with the
audience.  The content of the presentation was also very informative.”

-Lauren Dunning, Management Intern for Student Activities, Arizona State Polytechnic

“Tim Duffy’s presentation breeds energy. It breeds friendships.  It breeds leadership.”
-Blake Weaver, Chair of Regional Leadership Advancement Society, Arizona State University

“This presentation is so inspiring! I will definitely apply the information I learned to my professional and private
life. It was really well structured and I liked the incorporation of personal dialogue and sharing.”

-YaseminKarabudak, International Student Senator, Hawaii Pacific University
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Keynote Presentations/Workshops:

Most Popular Keynotes/Workshops
1. High Performance Communication for Friends, Family and Foes
2. The Biggest Challenges Student Leaders Face and Developing Successful Habits
3. Professional Success 101: How to Get Promoted or Get a Raise
4. Creating Health, Wellness, Longevity - My Story

High Performance Communication for Friends, Family and Foes
Discover psychology's Big 5 traits of personality and how you can use this information to be a more influential leader.
In this training you will build upon that knowledge and discover your preferred communication style and behavior
tendencies using a tool used by Fortune 500 companies.  Moreover, discover other people's preferred communication
styles and behavior tendencies and how to flex your communication styles to others to work effectively as a team to
increase performance.

The Biggest Challenges Leaders Face and Developing Successful Habits
What is the leadership quality that most of the world lacks…. and if everyone had....would make life so much
smoother. It is the most essential ingredient that must be mastered to become a successful leader, especially for student
government and club/organization leaders.   Next, what is the limited resource that everyone has yet doesn’t seem to
have enough of? Learn how to master it.

Professional Success 101: How to Get Promoted or Get a Raise
Discover the successful habits that all managers wish their employees knew.  Know how to excel in your career and
know what questions to ask during the early stages of your career: applying for a job, first day on the job, first meeting
with your manager, and your end of year evaluation. Learn the successful strategies to supercharge your career and get
promoted.

Creating Health, Wellness, Longevity - My Story
Discover the amount of health problems that Tim Duffy suffered as a child and the journey to overcome it. Learn what
were the most influential books on health and longevity that helped him, which led him to discover the habits of the
longest-lived people in the world (Blue Zones). Learn what research says you can do right now to increase life span by
14+ years and easy actions you can take for optimum health.

Other Keynotes/Workshops
1. Secrets to Getting Your Dream Job or Internship
2. Secrets to Building Active and Engaged Members during COVID
3. Persuading and Influencing People in Power: From Bosses to Parents and much more
4. 21 Ways to Supercharge Your Career and Relationships with Leadership
5. Increase Attendance & Double Your Crowd at Any Event
6. Secrets of a Powerful Student Government Revealed
7. How to Clone More Student Leaders Like You
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Secrets to Getting Your Dream Job or Internship
Learn the secrets to getting your dream job or internship (from cover letter and resume to the interview itself).  Students
will learn the methods that human resource offices use to screen applicants to get an edge.  Students will engage in an
interactive workshop with a self evaluation of their skills.

Secrets to Building Active and Engaged Members during COVID
Ever wonder why it’s so difficult to retain your members and keep them engaged? If icebreakers and pizza parties are
all that you have been taught, then you have been missing out on key strategies on successful student engagement.  In
this workshop, you will learn the fundamental techniques in how to build relationships with your members.  Discover
the secret methods to turn visitors at your organization’s open house, or general interest meeting, into devoted lifetime
members  See how you can keep current members active and super involved even during a pandemic where many
people are still remote.

Persuading and Influencing People in Power: From Bosses to Parents and much more
Discover what are the steps you can take to influence people in power. Learn the scientific ways to be more persuasive
from leading research. In this training, you will learn how to win people over and win arguments. Discover how to
lobby effectively.

21 Ways to Supercharge Your Career and Relationships with Leadership
Do you want more love in your life?  Do you want to learn how to get promoted in your job?  Want to learn one of the
most powerful tools leaders use to influence others to action?  Through this lecture, discover and adopt the special
qualities that leaders possess.  In addition, students will listen to a leadership fable and learn the 18 skills leaders
develop to create lasting positive change in the world.

Increase Attendance & Double Your Crowd at Any Event
Discover proven strategies to draw large crowds to your events and lectures.  Concrete, specific ways to draw students
– you’re guaranteed to walk away with more than a handful of new ideas which will dramatically increase your
audience size!  Implement these strategies and you should be prepared for the fire marshal to inspect audience size!

Secrets of a Powerful Student Government Revealed
Learn how to become one of the most powerful student leaders on my campus by applying leadership principles and
lessons from one of the most successful student governments, United People.  UP is a student organization and political
party that has dominated student government elections for four decades.  Also, learn important lessons on how to win
student elections so that you can remain in power so that they can achieve a positive legacy on their campus.

How to Clone More Student Leaders Like You
Do you ever find yourself doing everything because there are not enough people to help you?  Do you feel that you
have to do everything yourself because you can’t trust others to do a task and do it correctly? In this workshop, you will
learn how to attract and recruit members to an organization to make it one of the largest student organizations on your
campus.  You will also discover some of the most effective techniques to delegate tasks to your members and ensure
that it will get done so you don’t have to stress about it again or burn yourself out.

Increasing Your Influence and Power on Campus
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If you are a student leader who has big ideas, wants to solve problems on campus, create bigger and better events, get
more students involved, etc… it can be very difficult to achieve those things if you don’t have support from the key
decision makers and those who control the money. Do you want to know what are the key strategies and techniques to
win them over?  Learn how to develop the relationships with clubs, faculty, and administrators to help you become the
most powerful student leader on campus.
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Keynotes/Workshops in Detail:

Note: Details of the most popular keynotes and workshops are available upon request.

21 Ways to Supercharge Your Career and Relationships with Leadership

Showcase Title:
21 Ways to Supercharge Your Career and Relationships with Leadership

Audience Type:
Everyone (students, advisors, faculty, student affairs staff)

Showcase Abstract:
1. Learn leadership skills to help you get more love in your life and get promoted in your job.  Discover the

powerful tools leaders use to influence others to action.  Listen to a leadership fable, which identifies the18
skills necessary to create positive change in the world. Enjoy this interactive presentation that is both funny
and very powerful.

Showcase Goals/Learning Outcomes:
2. Identify 18 skills necessary to create positive change in the world.
3. Learn 3 fundamental leadership qualities that, if applied in student’s lives, could help increase their job

performance and also create more fulfilling relationships with loved ones, friends, and family.
4. Engage in self-analysis and make commitments on index cards and interact with partners to apply the

information learned during the presentation.

Showcase Timeline/Outline: (Presentation can either be done in 1 hour or 2 hours)
1. Icebreaker and Dance Energizer
2. Introduction and brief overview of presentation (5 minutes)
3. Definition of leadership with interactive slide presentation of famous people in media and history.

a. Group Discussion Exercise: Discuss whether these famous individuals are leaders or not. (10
minutes)

4. 1st fundamental leadership quality: “Lead by Example”. Provide various examples in both your career and
in relationships (12 minutes).

a. Group Exercise: Students make a commitment to “Lead by Example” in any area of their life,
which they have not been doing up to this point.  Students then partner up to share commitments
with one another. (2 minutes)

5. 2nd fundamental leadership quality: “Do more than what is expected of you and do more than you are paid
for”. Provide various examples in both your career and in relationships (8 minutes).

a. Group Exercise: Students make a commitment to “Do more than what is expected” in any area of
their life, which they have not been doing up to this point. Students then partner up to share
commitments with one another. (2 minutes)

6. 3rd fundamental leadership quality: “Take 100% responsibility for your life” Provide various examples in
both your career and in relationships (8 minutes)
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a. Group Exercise: Students make a commitment to “Take 100% responsibility for their life” in any
area of their life, which they have not been doing up to this point. Students then partner up to
share commitments with one another.  (2 minutes)

7. Leadership fable: Identifies 18 skills necessary to create positive change in the world. (8 minutes)
8. Distribute evaluation survey.
9. Q & A (5 minutes)
10. Break (5 minutes)

Type of Training Session: Lecture/Interactive Workshop

Audio/Visual Equipment: Screen
LCD Projector
Laptop
(IPod boom box provided by Tim Duffy if in a small room)

Presentation description and promotional blurb:

Do you want more love in your life?  Do you want to learn how to get promoted in your job?  Want to learn one of
the most powerful tools leaders use to influence others to action?  Through this lecture, discover and adopt the
special qualities that leaders possess.  In addition, students will listen to a leadership fable and learn the 18 skills
leaders develop to create lasting positive change in the world.

Program Diversity:
The presentation incorporates diversity through several means:

1. By soliciting opinions from as many different students on the slide show presentation and asking the
question “Who is a leader and why?”  Prizes are given to those individuals who provide different views,
which encourage diverse opinions.

2. The visual slides of famous leaders for the interactive portion of the presentation come from history,
entertainment, and motion pictures.  These famous individuals are diverse in both sex and race.

3. The personal stories and examples provided throughout the presentation will appeal to audiences both
young and old.

Handout:
Enhance Your Career and Relationship with Leadership Handout
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Secrets to Getting Your Dream Job or Internship

Showcase Title:
Secrets to Getting Your Dream Job or Internship

Audience Type:
Everyone (students, advisors, faculty, student affairs staff)

Showcase Abstract:
Learn the secrets to getting your dream job or internship (from cover letter and resume to the interview itself).
Students will learn the methods that human resource offices use to screen applicants to get an edge.  Students will
engage in an interactive workshop with a self evaluation of their skills.

Showcase Goals:
1. Learn 11 principles to deliver a successful cover letter, resume and interview.
2. Engage in interactive exercises that provide the foundation for an excellent interview.
3. Develop techniques to maximize the impact of a cover letter so that students get their foot in the door and are

called for an interview.
4. Learn how to create a clear, concise, legible and eye appealing resume.
5. Receive some of the 49 most commonly asked questions and the appropriate responses.

Showcase Timeline/Outline: (Presentation can be done in 1 or 2 hours)
1. Energizer and Icebreaker (7 minutes)
2. Introduction and brief overview of presentation (2 minutes).
3. Students will be taught 11 principles on how to deliver a successful cover letter, resume and interview by

providing specific examples. Each principle is filled with stories and examples with a funny and engaging
PowerPoint. Here are the 11 principles (45 minutes):

i. Know thyself
1. Why am I here?
2. What skills, talents and abilities do I have?
3. How to do a SWOT analysis.
4. What have I done as part of my extracurricular activities?
5. GROUP EXERCISE: Students engage in an interactive exercise in which they

are provided with ALL the skills employers are looking for. Students do
self-evaluation and provide examples of where they demonstrated these skills.
Once they complete the exercise they partner up for a fun mock interview.

ii. Know everything about the organization and position you are applying for.
iii. Match the job description with your cover letter and resume.
iv. Always prepare and practice before an interview.
v. Look Good and Don’t Stink- students get specific guidelines for dressing for an

interview.
vi. Bring back up documentation.

vii. Visualize a successful interview and get ready to perform.
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viii. Be Prompt and remember that 1st impressions matter.
ix. Use positive body language and appropriate language.
x. Send a Thank You Letter or Email.

xi. Evaluate the Interview.
4. Distribute evaluation survey.
5. Q and A (5 minutes).

Type of Training Session: Lecture/Interactive Workshop

Audio/Visual Equipment: Screen
LCD Projector
Laptop
(IPod boom box provided by Tim Duffy)

Presentation description and promotional blurb:
Learn the secrets to getting your dream job or internship (from cover letter and resume to the interview itself).
Students will learn the methods that human resource offices use to screen applicants to get an edge.  Students will
engage in an interactive workshop with a self evaluation of their skills.

Program Diversity:
The presentation incorporates diversity through several means:

1. The personal stories and examples provided throughout the presentation will appeal to audiences both
young and old and of a diverse background.

2. The visual slides contain images and memes of diverse individuals.  These individuals are diverse in both
sex and race.

Handout:
Secrets to Getting Your Dream Job or Internship Handout
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Increase Attendance & Double Your Crowd at Any Event!

Showcase Title:
Increase Attendance & Double Your Crowd at Any Event!

Audience Type:
Programming (students, advisors, student affairs professionals, athletics, clubs and organizations, residence hall
professionals, sororities and fraternities)

Showcase Abstract:
Participants will learn 40 new ways to promote events and increase audience size. They will learn where to focus
their attention and effort in promotion by knowing which methods produce the best results (based on surveys).
Students will leave with their own written list of the ways to promote events which best fit their school.
Participants will be motivated by the excitement in the room and by the innovative ideas presented.  They will
gain both the knowledge and enthusiasm for promoting a great lecture (or any type of event).

Showcase Goals:
1. Learn the 3 fundamental principles behind why students do not show up to events and how to change it.
2. Learn 40 different ways to promote lectures and increase audience size.
3. Provide students with an appropriate timeline to plan an event.
4. Engage students to share other ideas not mentioned in the presentation.
5. Empower students with the tools to create successful events.

Showcase Timeline/Outline: (Presentation can be done in 1 hour or 2 hours)
1. Energizer and Icebreaker (7 minutes)
2. Introduction and brief overview of the presentation (2 minutes).
3. Group Discussion: What draws students to events? (5 minutes)
4. Provide the definition of apathy and deconstruct the myth that all students are apathetic (5 minutes).
5. Students are taught a funny acronym to remember how to increase attendance.

a. 1stprinciple to boost attendance: “What’s in it for me?” Explain and provide various examples (10
minutes).

b. 2nd principle to boost attendance: “Take 100% responsibility for the event”. Explain and provide
various examples. (5 minutes)

c. 3rd principle to boost attendance: “Friends are the best form of promotion”. Explain and provide
various examples (7 minutes).

6. Share 40 different ways to promote events and a timeline to follow (10 minutes).
a. Group Discussion: What other innovative ideas can they come up with that was not mentioned (5

minutes).
7. Distribute evaluation survey.
8. Q and A (5 minutes).

Type of Training Session: Lecture/Interactive Workshop

Audio/Visual Equipment: Screen (Optional)
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LCD Projector (optional)
Laptop (optional)
(IPod boom box provided by Tim Duffy)

Presentation description and promotional blurb:

Learn the antidote to apathy on your campus. Learn proven strategies to draw large crowds to your events and
lectures.  Concrete, specific ways to draw students -- you're guaranteed to walk away with more than a handful of
new ideas which will dramatically increase your audience size!  Implement these strategies and you should be
prepared for the fire marshal to inspect audience size.

Handout:
Increase Attendance & Double Your Crowd at Any Event! Handout
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Secrets of a Powerful Student Government Revealed

Showcase Title:
Secrets of a Powerful Student Government Revealed

Audience Type:
Student Government Association
Programming (students, advisors, student affairs professionals, athletics, clubs and organizations, residence hall
professionals, sororities and fraternities)

Showcase Abstract:
Learn how to become one of the most powerful student leaders on my campus by applying leadership principles
and lessons from one of the most successful student organizations in history, United People.  UP is a student
organization and political party that has dominated student government elections for four decades.  Also, learn
important lessons on how to win student elections so that you can remain in power so that they can achieve a
positive legacy on their campus.

Showcase Goals:
1. Learn seven lessons on how to create a powerful team of students for student government.
2. Learn six techniques used to train student leaders.
3. Learn seven techniques used to win student elections.

Showcase Timeline/Outline: (Presentation can be 1 or 2 hours)
1. Energizer and Icebreaker (7 minutes)
2. Introduction and brief overview of presentation (2 minutes)
3. Share story of how Tim got involved in UP (5 minutes)
4. Describe the seven lessons of how to create a powerful team of student government leaders by providing

examples of how UP achieved this: (15 minutes)
i. Recruit a lot of members based on the numbers game

ii. Create a team with similar values.
iii. Look for individuals with following qualities: passion, trust and loyalty.
iv. Make sure they have the time availability and schedule before they join.
v. Develop close relationships and develop a sense of community.

vi. Make sure everyone’s input is valued.
vii. Create high expectations.

5. Describe the five techniques used to train student leaders: (15 minutes)
i. Create a training timeline.

ii. Use alumni to help train the new sga.
iii. Use the Jedi method of training (mentorship).
iv. Memorize and be tested on campus rules and bylaws.
v. Memorize and both meet and greet the stakeholders who hold power on campus and in

the legislature.
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vi. Develop and utilize referent power (knowledge) and power of authority (title).
6. Learn seven techniques used to win student elections. (15 minutes)

i. Run as a slate or team, never as an individual.
ii. Spread your past accomplishments.

iii. Create a realistic platform of what you will achieve in office.
iv. Have a method of identifying the people who voted.
v. Campaigning: Never ask yes or no questions.

vi. Campaigning: Move outside your comfort zone.
vii. Campaigning: Don’t mention the opposition.

7. Conclusion and Exercise-Students write down 1-3 action steps they can take that can be applied to their
campus.  Students then partner up and share with each other (4 minutes)

8. Distribute evaluation survey.
9. Q and A (5 minutes).

Type of Training Session: Lecture/Interactive Workshop

Audio/Visual Equipment: Screen (optional)
LCD Projector (optional)
Laptop (optional)
(IPod boom box provided by Tim Duffy)

Presentation description and promotional blurb:
By popular request,  Tim Duffy, America’s Leadership Coach for College Students, is now divulging the
knowledge he gained while serving as the leader of one of the most successful student organizations in history:
United People (UP). This party has dominated student government elections at Queens College since 1973 and
continues till this day.  With almost 4 decades of experience, UP knows a thing or two about winning elections
and now, so can you!
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How to Clone More Student Leaders Like You

Showcase Title:
How to Clone More Student Leaders Like You

Audience Type:
Student Leaders
Programming (students, advisors, student affairs professionals, athletics, clubs and organizations, residence hall
professionals, sororities and fraternities)

Showcase Abstract:
Do you ever find yourself doing everything because there are not enough people to help you?  Do you feel that
you have to do everything yourself because you can’t trust others to do a task and do it correctly? In this
workshop, you will learn how to attract and recruit members to an organization to make it one of the largest
student organizations on your campus.  You will also discover some of the most effective techniques to delegate
tasks to your members and ensure that it will get done so you don’t have to stress about it again or burn yourself
out.

Showcase Goals:
1. Discover the most persuasive methods to recruit members into your organization
2. Learn an effective management tool to predict how many members will join your organization based upon

your efforts
3. Learn and practice the most effective ways to delegate using Stephen Covey’s Stewardship Delegation
4. Empower student leaders with the tools to effectively manage members and avoid student leader burn-out.

Showcase Timeline/Outline: (1 hour)
1. Energizer and Icebreaker (7 minutes)
2. Introduction and brief overview of the presentation (2 minutes).
3. Group Discussion: Why do students want to be involved in organizations? (5 minutes)
4. 1stprinciple: “What’s in it for me?” Explain and provide various examples of why students should want to

join your organization (7 minutes).
5. 2nd Principle: Use a proven recruitment tool and system to measure how much work is needed to

effectively recruit members ( Duffy Recruitment Formula) (7 minutes)
i. 4= # of people you Ask/Persuade to be to join your organization

ii. 1= # of people who actually apply and schedule an interview to join out of the 4 people
iii. 50%=  the people that you want/will join your organization from the above
iv. Ex: To get 12 active members, you must speak with 100 people to persuade them to join.

Out of 100, 25 will apply. Of those 25, only 12.5 will actually join.
6. Share the benefits of delegating and how to delegate (2 minutes)
7. How to delegate (10 minutes)

a. Ask for a volunteer
b. If nobody volunteers, request help from someone with skill and talent
c. Delegate using Stephen Covey’s (7 Habits) Stewardship using examples
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i. RESULTS
ii. GUIDELINES

iii. RESOURCES
iv. ACCOUNTABILITY
v. CONSEQUENCES

8. Group Exercise: Practice delegating sample action items using Stewardship Delegation.(7 minutes)
9. Conclusion and Exercise-Students write down 1-3 action steps they can take that can be applied to their

campus.  Students then partner up and share with each other (4 minutes)
10. Distribute evaluation survey.
11. Q and A (5 minutes).

Type of Training Session: Lecture/Interactive Workshop

Audio/Visual Equipment: Screen (optional)
LCD Projector (optional)
Laptop (optional)
(IPod boom box provided by Tim Duffy)
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Secrets to Building Active and Engaged Members

Showcase Title:
Secrets to Building Active and Engaged Members

Audience Type:
Student Leaders
Programming (students, advisors, student affairs professionals, athletics, clubs and organizations, residence hall
professionals, sororities and fraternities)

Showcase Abstract:
Ever wonder why it’s so difficult to retain your members and keep them engaged? If icebreakers and pizza parties
are all that you have been taught, then you have been missing out on key strategies on successful student
engagement.  In this workshop, you will learn the fundamental techniques in how to build relationships with your
members.  Discover the secret methods to turn visitors at your organization’s open house, or general interest
meeting, into devoted lifetime members.  See how you can keep current members active and super involved. In
addition, Tim will share some of the best tips on conducting energizers and icebreakers.

Showcase Goals:
1. Learn the biggest reason why members stay committed to a club or organization
2. Identify the 3 essential needs of every member of an organization based on nationwide research
3. Learn 5 actions steps student  leaders can implement in their club or organization to keep members active

and engaged
4. Discover the 3 most important questions to ask someone to develop a strong relationship

Showcase Timeline/Outline: (1 hour)
1. Energizer and Icebreaker. (7 minutes)
2. Introduction and brief overview of the presentation. (2 minutes)
3. Group Discussion: Why do people stay involved in any club or organization? (5 minutes)
4. Principle 1: “What’s in it for me?” Explain and provide various examples of why students should want to

join your organization. (7 minutes)
5. Group Discussion: Why do people quit their jobs? (5 minutes)
6. Share result of Nationwide Study of why people stay or leave their jobs.

a. They feel a sense of significance and purpose. Their job is meaningful and helps them grow.
b. They like their peers and their peers like them.
c. They receive appreciation and develop trust with their manager or supervisor.

7. Principle 2: Develop relationships between members. (7 minutes)
d. Group Exercise: How to develop relationships with members.

8. Principle 3: Create an expectation of what is required to be in the organization. (3 minutes)
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9. Principle 4: Hold members accountable if they fail the expectations. (3 minutes)
10. Principle 5: Create a consistent time for meetings and hanging out. (5 minutes)
11. Principle 6: Know how to delegate, use Stewardship Delegation. (7 minutes)

e. Share the benefits of delegating and how to delegate.
a. How to delegate.

12. Group Exercise: Practice delegating sample action items using Stewardship Delegation
13. Distribute evaluation survey.
14. Conclusion and Exercise-Students write down 1-3 action steps they can take that can be applied to their

campus.  Students then partner up and share with each other (4 minutes)
15. Q and A. (5 minutes)

Type of Training Session: Lecture/Interactive Workshop

Audio/Visual Equipment: Screen (optional)
LCD Projector (optional)
Laptop (optional)
(IPod boom box provided by Tim Duffy)
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Increasing Your Influence and Power on Campus

Showcase Title:
Increasing Your Influence and Power on Campus

Audience Type:
Student Leaders
Programming (students, advisors, student affairs professionals, athletics, clubs and organizations, residence hall
professionals, sororities and fraternities)

Showcase Abstract:
If you are a student leader who has big ideas, wants to solve problems on campus, create bigger and better events,
get more students involved, etc… it can be very difficult to achieve those things if you don’t have support from
the key decision makers and those who control the money. Do you want to know what are the key strategies and
techniques to win them over?  Learn how to develop the relationships with clubs, faculty, and administrators to
help you become the most powerful student leader on campus.

Showcase Goals:
1. Learn 4 effective strategies student leaders can use to increase their power and influence.
2. Discover how to develop close relationships with those administrators, faculty, and other student leaders.
3. Learn an effective strategy to make executive board members more knowledgeable about campus rules
4. Learn how to double the size of your membership to increase your power and influence

Showcase Timeline/Outline: (1 hour)
1. Energizer and Icebreaker (7 minutes)
2. Introduction and brief overview of presentation (1 minute)
3. Tim shares the history of his experience becoming one of the most influential leaders by increasing his

power and influence on campus (5 minutes)
4. Lesson 1: Find out their agenda, and align yourself with it…when possible. (15 minutes)

a. Incorporate concepts from leadership expert Stephen Covey, Think “Win- Win”
b. Share story on how Tim persuaded the President of the College to increase the length of free hour

on campus for more student programming time, one of his greatest accomplishments
c. OPEN DISCUSSION- Who are the key stakeholders on campus? What are their agendas?
d. Share some of the key positions on campus  and what their potential agendas might be such as:

President, VP Student Affairs, VP of Finance, Director of Student Life, even legislative
representatives

5. Lesson 2: Develop relationships with everyone, from top to bottom. (7 minutes)
a. Incorporate the “Relationship Leadership” Model from Leadership Scholar Susan Komives.
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b. Share stories of my meetings with the key stakeholders on campus and how Tim developed
relationships

c. Shares examples and tips for introductory meetings with stakeholders on campus to develop
relationships and discover their agenda

6. Lesson 3: Memorize and understand your power through the campus rules and by-laws (7 minutes)
a. Share stories of how I used the power of by-laws and campus rules to win
b. Share tactics that UP used to help members become experts

7. Lesson 4: Create an army (7 minutes)
a. Share how UP created an army of students to be called upon at any moment to mobilize for any

campus cause or campaign
b. Tips for recruiting members to increase the size of your organization
c. Shares tips on the qualities to look for in members

8. Conclusion and Exercise-Students write down 1-3 action steps they can take that can be applied to their
campus.  Students then partner up and share with each other (4 minutes)

9. Distribute Survey Evaluation (1 minute)
10. Q and A time (time permitting)

Type of Training Session: Lecture/Interactive Workshop

Audio/Visual Equipment: Screen (optional)
LCD Projector (optional)
Laptop (optional)
(IPod boom box provided by Tim Duffy)
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